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Abstract  
A weakly-bound complex of SF6 and NH3 has been generated within an expanding gas jet and 
characterised by broadband rotational spectroscopy. The spectra of 32SF6···14NH3, 32SF6···14ND3, 
32SF6···15NH3 and 34SF6···15NH3 isotopologues have been observed and assigned to determine 
spectroscopic parameters. These are consistent with a C3v, symmetric rotor geometry for the complex 
in which the nitrogen atom of NH3 coordinates to SF6 such that the C3v axis of the NH3 sub-unit is 
aligned with a local C3 axis on the SF6 sub-unit. The geometry of the complex has been rationalized in 
terms of a -hole interaction. The observed spectra and ab initio calculations also reveal evidence for 
internal dynamics involving internal rotation of one monomer sub-unit with respect to the other about 
the symmetry axis of the complex.  
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1. Introduction  
Non-covalent interactions in ammonia-containing clusters have been extensively investigated 
by spectroscopy.[1]  There are many complexes in which ammonia has been observed to bind to 
another molecule via a halogen bond, an interaction shown to be predominantly electrostatic in 
nature.[2] Halogen bonds are commonly described as a -hole interaction where a positive electrostatic 
potential site, a “-hole”, on a halogen interacts with a negative site.[3] Each of H2O···CF4[4, 5] and 
H3N···SiF4[6] have been characterized by microwave spectroscopy and their geometries described with 
reference to the interaction of NH3, acting as a Lewis base, with “-holes” on C in CF4 and Si in 
SiF4.[7] The present work will characterise the geometry of a gas-phase complex formed between SF6 
and NH3. It will be shown that the equilibrium geometry of the complex results from a -hole 
interaction between the two monomer sub-units. Noting the differences in molecular geometry and 
electrostatic properties of CF4, SiF4 and SF6, this presents a valuable opportunity to examine the 
geometry and strength of the bond to a -hole on an octahedral molecule.  
Each of H2O···CF4 and H3N···SiF4 contain a Lewis base having slightly acidic hydrogen 
atoms which interact with a monomer containing a main group central atom bonded to symmetrically-
equivalent, electronegative fluorine atoms. These complexes are formed with the lone pair on O or N 
oriented normal to the plane of three fluorine atoms constituting a face of tetrahedral CF4 or SiF4. The 
Lewis base undergoes an almost free internal rotation with respect to CF4 or SiF4. The dipole-dipole 
interaction between the closely antiparallel C-F and H-O bonds in H2O···CF4 was thought to be the 
main factor in determining the geometry of the complex, with the dissociation energy approximating 
to the sum of the bond energies of the three weak hydrogen bonds, C-H···F-C and C-H···O.[5] 
Ammonia and water were found to bind to CF3Cl,[8, 9] each by a halogen bond to the Cl atom. The 
interaction of SF6 with NH3 is interesting to investigate because the strong electron-withdrawing 
fluorine atoms in sulphur hexafluoride are expected to produce large positive sites at the sulphur 
centre, but, unlike the tetrahedral molecules, CF4 and SiF4, the -holes near the S atom of the regular 
octahedron SF6 are not located on the extension of a covalent S–F bond. Figure 1 shows the molecular 
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surface electrostatic potential (MESP) for SF6 calculated at the iso-density surface for which the 
electron density is 0.001 electrons/bohr3. The M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory, implemented by 
the Gaussian 09 electronic structure package, was employed in this calculation.[10] The -holes are 
evident as the blue regions, in which the maximum value of the MESP is + 47 kJ mol-1. 
 
2. Results and Discussion 
The broadband rotational spectrum detected by using a supersonically expanded jet 
containing ~4.0% NH3 and ~1.5% SF6 diluted in argon was found to contain transitions characteristic 
of a symmetric rotor (Figure 2). Each J’→J’’ transition predicted under the assumption of an effective 
semi-rigid rotor is, however, accompanied to lower frequency by a satellite transition (see Figure 
2(b)) implying internal dynamics that is rapid on the timescale of the molecular rotation. The 
transitions assigned to H3NSF6 were originally detected during a parallel study of a complex 
formed between NH3 and CuF where it was discovered that the transitions are present with the 
ablation laser (used to vaporise a copper rod and thus generate gaseous copper atoms) switched off. It 
was subsequently confirmed that the simultaneous presence of both NH3 and SF6 is required for the 
transitions to be observed. They are observed with high intensities when the backing pressure of argon 
is held at 6 bar and are completely absent when using a backing pressure of 2 bar. The observations 
detailed above confirm that the transitions should be assigned to a cluster containing both NH3 and 
SF6. Ab initio calculations, performed using the Gaussian 09 package,[10] at the M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ 
level of theory, found  that the global minimum energy for an SF6···NH3 dimer corresponds to a 
geometry in which; (i) the C3 axis of the NH3 sub-unit is coaxial with a local C3 axis on SF6 and (ii) 
the nitrogen atom is oriented towards the face defined by the three nearest fluorine atoms of (hereafter 
denoted as F3) SF6 (Figure 3(a)). The global minimum energy is found for the conformation where the 
fluorine atoms of F3 and the H atoms of NH3 are eclipsed (Figure 3(b)) while the staggered 
conformation is a transition state. The calculated equilibrium rotational constant (Be = 1182.45 MHz) 
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is in excellent agreement with the experimental B0 value (Table 1) determined for those transitions 
assigned under the assumption of an effective semi-rigid rotor.  
The transition state associated with the staggered configuration of F3 and H3 atoms is 
calculated to be only 17.0 J mol-1 higher in energy than the global minimum. This transition state thus 
presents only a very low, three-fold barrier (V3) to internal rotation of one monomer sub-unit with 
respect to the other about the symmetry axis of the complex (it is assumed that the three-fold barrier 
due to the three remote F atoms is negligible). The satellite transitions observed in the rotational 
spectrum of H3NSF6 are thus assumed to arise from the nearly-free counter-rotation of the 
monomer sub-units about the symmetry axis of the complex. In light of the ab initio prediction of 
almost free internal rotation, the rotational Hamiltonian[11] appropriate for describing the counter-
rotation of SF6 and NH3 about the symmetry axis of the complex leads to the following expression for 
transition frequencies when the effects of 14N nuclear quadrupole coupling are excluded;  
𝑣 = 2(𝐽 + 1){𝐵0 − 𝐷𝐽𝐾𝐾
2 − 𝐷𝐽𝑚𝑚
2 − 𝐷𝐽𝐾𝑚𝐾𝑚 − 𝐻𝐽𝐾𝑚𝑚
2𝐾2} − 4(𝐽 + 1)3𝐷𝐽  (1) 
The first term on the right hand side contains terms representing the rotational constant of the ground 
vibrational state, B0; the quartic centrifugal distortion constants, DJK, DJm and DJKm; and the sextic 
centrifugal distortion constant, HJKm. The J and K quantum numbers are used to describe the overall 
rotational motion of the molecular framework. The counter-rotation of the SF6 and NH3 sub-units 
about the symmetry axis of the complex, which correlates with a torsional vibration in the limit of an 
infinitely high barrier to the internal rotation, is represented by the quantum number, m. The quartic 
centrifugal distortion constant, DJ, is represented within the second term. Frequency splittings arising 
from the 14N nuclear quadrupole hyperfine structure were calculated with sufficient accuracy by 
adding the frequency shifts of each level, as calculated by first-order perturbation theory, namely; 
∆𝜈(𝐽, 𝐼, 𝐾, 𝐹) =  𝜒𝑎𝑎 [
3𝐾2
𝐽(𝐽+1)
− 1] 𝑌(𝐽, 𝐼, 𝐹)      (2), 
in which 𝑌(𝐽, 𝐼, 𝐹) = {{3/4 𝐶(𝐶 + 1) − 𝐼(𝐼 + 1)𝐽(𝐽 + 1)}/{2𝐽 − 1)(2𝐽 + 3)𝐼(2𝐼 − 1)}} and 
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𝐶 = 𝐹(𝐹 + 1) − 𝐽(𝐽 + 1) − 𝐼(𝐼 + 1), with F defined as F = J + I, J + I  1,….J  I and χaa being 
the 14N nuclear quadrupole coupling constant. 
For a zero or nearly-zero barrier, the transition frequencies[12] are given by equation (1) such 
that m =0 transitions are distributed as expected for an effective semi-rigid rotor while transitions with 
│m│= 1 arise from excited internal rotor states. Assignment of transitions with the correct J and K 
was confirmed by the characteristic nuclear quadrupole hyperfine structure. Using least square fitting 
(see supplementary data), parameters in equations (1) and (2) were fitted to observed transition 
frequencies of SF6···NH3. A complete set of transition frequencies, assignments and [obs.calc.] 
residuals are provided in the supplementary data while the fitted spectroscopic constants are provided 
in table 1. In addition to the quadratic centrifugal distortion terms, the sextic term, HJKm, was required 
to obtain a fit within the experimental uncertainty (20 kHz). The observations are consistent with the 
expected intensities of │m│= 1 transitions. Collisional relaxation from│m│= 1 to the m = 0 state is 
inhibited by propensity rules associated with nuclear spin statistics. The absence of │m│= 2 
transitions can be explained by the fact that collisional relaxation from │m│= 2 to m = 0 is not spin 
forbidden and the population of the │m│= 2 state is already very low at the rotational temperature of 
~2 K of the pulsed jet. Transitions of 34SF6···15NH3 where │m│= 1 were below the noise level while a 
high standard deviation was obtained in fits of observed │m│= 1 transitions for SF6···ND3, possibly 
due to finite barrier effects. For these reasons, only m = 0 transitions of 34SF6···15NH3 and SF6···ND3 
were fitted. Transitions having K, m = 1, 1 or K, m = 1, 1 are observed as doublets with the interval 
separating the two components being ~2 MHz for the lowest observed J→J″, increasing to ~4 MHz 
for the highest observed J→J″ in SF6···14NH3 and SF6···15NH3, and significantly smaller (~ 300 kHz) 
in the spectrum of SF6···14ND3. This doubling is not represented by the model employed here and 
these transitions were therefore excluded from fits. 
 
2.1 Molecular Geometry and Intermolecular Force Constant 
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Under the assumption that the geometries of the monomer sub-units do not change on 
formation of the complex, the geometry of the unit can be entirely defined with respect to the 
parameters RCM,  and ϕ as explained in the caption of Figure 3. Assuming no charge re-arrangement 
on formation of the complex, the value of χaa(N) for the complex is related to χcc(N) for free NH3 by;   
𝜒𝑎𝑎 = 𝜒0 〈
3cos2 𝜃−1
2
〉  (3) 
where  is the angle described above and 𝜒0 is equal to 𝜒𝑐𝑐 = −4.08983(2) MHz of free 
ammonia.[13] Equation (3) yields a value of av = 46.3(2)ᵒ for the most abundant isotopologue, where 
θav is the operationally defined average angle 𝜃av =  cos
−1√〈cos2𝜃〉.  
Continuing the assumption that the geometries of the monomer sub-units are unchanged on 
complex formation, the effective moment of inertia Ibb can be expressed in terms of equation (4).[6] 
𝐼𝑏𝑏
NH3 , 𝐼𝑐𝑐
NH3and 𝐼𝑏𝑏
SF6are the principal moments of inertia of the monomers, RCM is the distance between 
the centres of mass of the monomers and µD is the reduced mass of the dimer. 
〈𝐼𝑏𝑏〉 = 𝜇𝐷𝑅𝑐𝑚
2 + 𝐼𝑏𝑏
SF6 +
𝐼𝑏𝑏
NH3
2
〈1 + cos2𝜃〉 +
𝐼𝑐𝑐
NH3
2
〈sin2𝜃〉 (4) 
Rcm is determined as 4.15772(2) Å where the ground-state effective moments of inertia of the isolated 
monomers[14, 15] are used for 𝐼𝑏𝑏
NH3 and 𝐼𝑏𝑏
SF6. Millen[16] provides an expression that allows calculation of 
the quadratic stretching force constant for the weak bond between the NH3 and SF6 moieties; 
𝑘σ = (16𝜋
2𝜇𝐵D
3/𝐷𝐽){1 − (𝐵D/(𝐵NH3) − (𝐵D/𝐵SF6)}  (5) 
Where BD, BNH3 and BSF6 are respectively the rotational constants of the complex and the free NH3 and 
SF6 monomers. The result is 2.169(6) N m-1 which corresponds to an intramolecular vibrational 
wavenumber of 49.14(6) cm-1 using[17] 𝜔𝑒
2 =  
𝑘𝜎
4𝜋2𝜇𝐷
. Equation (5) is strictly appropriate only for 
equilibrium quantities. Zero-point results are normally used given that equilibrium constants are rarely 
available. Assuming a Lennard–Jones potential function for the displacement of the two moieties 
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along their symmetry axis, the dissociation energy, Ed, is estimated as 3.136(8) kJ mol-1 from equation 
(6);[18] 
𝐸d =
𝑘𝜎𝑅𝐶𝑀
2
72
 (6) 
in good agreement with the calculated counterpoise-corrected Ed of 4.1 kJ mol-1 (M06-2X/aug-cc-
pVTZ).  
 
3. Conclusions 
The strength of interaction between SF6 and NH3, as measured by the force constant and the 
dissociation energy, is found to be larger than in weakly-bound dimers such as Ne···NH3, Ar···NH3 
and Kr···NH3 (table 2). The observed geometry of SF6···NH3 and the strength of the bond between 
SF6 and NH3 are presumably a result of the stabilisation achieved through a -hole interaction 
between the nitrogen atom of NH3 and the sulphur atom of SF6. While the interaction of NH3 with SF6 
is evidently stronger than that with either Ne, Ar or Kr, it is somewhat weaker than a typical halogen 
bonding interaction between NH3 and a molecule containing an electropositive chlorine atom. It is 
also weaker than hydrogen bonds in which the nitrogen atom of NH3 acts as the electron donor. The 
length of the bond connecting the respective centres of mass of SF6 and NH3 is greater than 4 Å while 
the SF6 sub-unit is highly symmetrical. Zero-point oscillation of the NH3 monomer will thus be 
somewhat insensitive to the internal geometry of the SF6 sub-unit. Large amplitude internal motions 
are a feature of the internal dynamics of Rg···NH3 complexes (where Rg indicates a rare gas atom). In 
comparison with analogous halogen- and hydrogen-bonded symmetric top complexes in which 
ammonia binds through the nitrogen lone pair (Table 2), av in SF6···NH3 is larger by approximately a 
factor of  2. Evidently, the measured value of av in SF6···NH3 reflects the strength of the 
intermolecular interaction which is intermediate between that found in a halogen bond and that found 
in a van der Waals complex.  
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Experimental Section 
Broadband microwave spectra were measured using the chirped-pulse Fourier-transform microwave 
(CP-FTMW) spectrometer at Newcastle University. A detailed description of the spectrometer is 
provided in Ref. [19] and Ref. [20]. A gas sample containing ~4.0% NH3 and ~1.5% SF6 diluted in 
argon, held at a backing pressure of 6 bar, undergoes pulsed expansion from a nozzle into the 
spectrometer vacuum chamber at a repetition rate of ~1.05 Hz. Isotopically enriched samples of 15NH3 
(Sigma-Aldrich, 98% 15N) and ND3 (Sigma-Aldrich, 99% D) were used to detect SF6···15NH3 and 
34SF6···15NH3, and SF6···ND3 respectively. The sequence employed to record broadband microwave 
spectra involves (i) polarization of the sample by a microwave chirp that sweeps from 7 to 18.5 GHz 
within 1 s and (ii) recording of the free induction decay of the molecular emission over a subsequent 
period of 20 s. The sequence of (i) and (ii) is repeated eight times following each gas sample 
introduction pulse. The free induction decay (FID) of the polarization is digitized on an 8-bit 25 Gs/s 
digitiser after heterodyning. Frequency domain spectra are obtained through a Fourier transform that 
uses the high resolution window function[21] (full width at half maximum (FWHM) ~65 Hz) described 
by Tektronix[22] (details provided as Supplementary Information). Spectra of SF6···14NH3 and 
SF6···14ND3 were observed during separate experiments (gas samples as prepared as described above) 
after averaging over 1.5 M and 2.5 M FIDs respectively. The spectra of SF6···15NH3 and 
34SF6···15NH3 were recorded during a single experiment with the Fourier transform taken over the 
average of 540 k FIDs.  
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Table 1. Spectroscopic constants of SF6···NH3 isotopologues. 
 
 SF6···14NH3 SF6···14ND3 SF6···15NH3 34SF6···15NH3 
B0 / MHz 1121.4355(4)a 1020.9201(6) 1089.3659(5) 1055.348(1) 
DJ / kHz 1.522(4) 1.431(6) 1.486(5) 1.63(1) 
DJK / kHz 20.30(2) 32.32(3) 19.61(2) 22.75(5) 
DJm / MHz 3.8094(3) - 3.5299(4) - 
DJKm / MHz 0.47249(9)b - 0.44761(8) - 
HJKm / kHz 3.46(4) - 3.17(3) - 
𝜒𝑎𝑎(N) / MHz 0.88(2) 1.05(6) - - 
Nc 101 23 64 8 
σr.m.s. / kHz  14.4 9.2 14.7 5.2 
 
a Numbers in parentheses are one standard deviation in units of the last significant figure.  
b The sign of DJKm cannot be determined as m = 1 and m = 1 are not distinguished by the experiment.  
c Number of fitted transitions. 
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Table 2. The angle (𝜃av) describing the intermolecular oscillation in the zero-point state defined as 
shown in Figure 3(a), stretching force constants (kσ) and dissociation energies (Ed) calculated from 
rotational and centrifugal distortion constants for ammonia-containing complexes (where available). 
 
 𝜃av/ ᵒ kσ / N m
-1 Ed / kJ mol-1 Ref. 
F3CH···NH3 22.57 6.6 8.1 [12] 
F3CI···NH3 20.3 11.6 - [23] 
F3CCI···NH3 23.7 6.3 11.0 [9] 
ClH···NH3 20.4 17.6 - [24] 
HCCH···NH3 23.2 7.0 - [25] 
NCH···NH3 20.4 12.2 - [26] 
FCl···NH3 15 34.4 - [27] 
F2···NH3 25 4.72 - [28] 
C6H6···H3N - 4.1 5.9 [29] 
20Ne···NH3 (∑00𝑎, 𝑛 = 0)
a - 0.291 - [30] 
Ar···NH3 (∑00𝑎 , 𝑛 = 0) - 0.84 0.98 [31] 
84Kr···NH3 (∑00𝑎, 𝑛 = 0) - 1.02 - [32] 
 SF6···NH3 46.3 2.17 3.1 This work 
 
a where n denotes the quantum state of the intermolecular stretching vibration. 
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Figure 1. Molecular electrostatic potential energy on the electron density isosurface of 0.001 
electrons/bohr3  (M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ). The most positive electrostatic potential as represented by 
the darkest shade is 46.86 kJ mol-1. 
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Figure 2. (a). J→J″  = 4→3 transitions of the SF6···14NH3 from the broadband microwave spectrum 
obtained after approximately 1.5 M averages (50 hours). (b) │m│= 1 transitions of J→J″ = 4→3. (c). 
m = 0 transitions of J→J″  = 4→3.   
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Figure 3. Geometry of the calculated equilibrium structure (M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ) (a) viewed along 
the b axis and (b) viewed along the C3 axis. θ is the angle between the C3 axis of NH3 and a line (Rcm) 
connecting the centres of mass of each subunit. ϕ is defined in an analogous way with respect to a C3 
axis on SF6 and describes the angular motions of the SF6 sub-unit. In the equilibrium geometry θ and 
ϕ = 0 degrees, but in the zero-point state, NH3 and SF6 execute angular oscillations pivoted at their 
centre of masses such that θ and ϕ ≠ 0. 
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Figure for graphical abstract 
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Using least square fitting implemented in Python 2.7,[1] parameters in equations (1) and (2) were fitted 
to observed transition frequencies of SF6···NH3. 
Table S1. Transition assignments, frequencies (obs) and residuals (obs calc) for SF6···14NH3. 
J'' K ma F″ F obs / MHz calc / MHz obs - calc / kHz 
3 1 -1 4 5 8936.657 8936.662 -5 
3 1 -1 2 3 8936.657 8936.651 6 
3 0 1 4 5 8940.610 8940.626 -16 
3 0 1 3 4 8940.610 8940.620 -10 
3 0 1 2 3 8940.610 8940.601 9 
3 2 1 3 4 8947.307 8947.331 -24 
3 2 1 4 5 8947.422 8947.451 -29 
3 3 1 4 5 8950.305 8950.312 -7 
3 3 0 3 3 8969.316 8969.305 11 
3 3 0 3 4 8969.450 8969.436 14 
3 3 0 4 5 8969.739 8969.697 42 
3 3 0 2 3 8969.834 8969.798 37 
3 2 0 3 4 8970.375 8970.358 17 
3 2 0 4 5 8970.475 8970.477 -2 
3 0 0 4 5 8971.100 8971.102 -2 
3 0 0 3 4 8971.100 8971.095 5 
4 2 -1 5 6 11165.113 11165.119 -6 
4 2 -1 3 4 11165.113 11165.125 -12 
4 1 -1 5 6 11170.527 11170.546 -19 
4 1 -1 4 5 11170.527 11170.527 0 
4 1 -1 3 4 11170.527 11170.536 -9 
4 0 1 5 6 11175.490 11175.505 -15 
4 0 1 4 5 11175.490 11175.501 -11 
4 0 1 3 4 11175.490 11175.490 0 
4 2 1 5 6 11184.004 11184.018 -14 
4 2 1 3 4 11184.004 11184.025 -21 
4 3 1 4 5 11187.426 11187.438 -12 
4 3 1 5 6 11187.550 11187.573 -23 
4 3 1 3 4 11187.630 11187.606 24 
4 3 0 4 5 11211.689 11211.669 20 
4 3 0 5 6 11211.819 11211.804 15 
4 2 0 5 6 11212.811 11212.802 9 
4 2 0 3 4 11212.811 11212.808 3 
4 1 0 5 6 11213.400 11213.400 0 
4 1 0 3 4 11213.400 11213.390 10 
4 0 0 5 6 11213.600 11213.600 0 
4 0 0 4 5 11213.600 11213.595 5 
4 0 0 3 4 11213.600 11213.585 15 
5 3 -1 5 6 13390.567 13390.566 1 
5 3 -1 6 7 13390.638 13390.645 -7 
5 3 -1 4 5 13390.638 13390.658 -20 
5 2 -1 5 6 13397.660 13397.693 -33 
5 2 -1 6 7 13397.740 13397.730 10 
5 2 -1 4 5 13397.740 13397.730 10 
5 1 -1 6 7 13404.240 13404.249 -9 
5 1 -1 5 6 13404.240 13404.238 2 
5 1 -1 4 5 13404.240 13404.242 -2 
5 0 1 6 7 13410.196 13410.202 -6 
5 0 1 5 6 13410.196 13410.199 -3 
5 0 1 4 5 13410.196 13410.192 4 
5 2 1 6 7 13420.408 13420.410 -2 
5 2 1 4 5 13420.408 13420.410 -2 
5 3 1 6 7 13424.652 13424.665 -13 
5 3 1 4 5 13424.652 13424.677 -25 
5 4 1 5 6 13428.208 13428.215 -7 
5 4 1 6 7 13428.367 13428.353 14 
5 4 0 5 6 13451.925 13451.914 11 
5 4 0 6 7 13452.055 13452.052 3 
5 2 0 6 7 13454.963 13454.950 13 
5 2 0 4 5 13454.963 13454.950 13 
5 0 0 6 7 13455.913 13455.916 -3 
5 0 0 5 6 13455.913 13455.912 1 
6 3 -1 7 8 15621.860 15621.854 6 
6 3 -1 5 6 15621.860 15621.859 1 
6 1 -1 7 8 15637.745 15637.735 10 
6 1 -1 6 7 15637.745 15637.727 18 
6 1 -1 5 6 15637.745 15637.729 16 
6 0 1 7 8 15644.687 15644.681 6 
6 0 1 6 7 15644.687 15644.678 9 
6 0 1 5 6 15644.687 15644.674 13 
6 2 1 7 8 15656.574 15656.585 -11 
6 2 1 5 6 15656.574 15656.584 -9 
6 3 1 7 8 15661.545 15661.544 1 
6 3 1 5 6 15661.545 15661.548 -3 
6 4 1 6 7 15665.776 15665.752 24 
6 4 1 7 8 15665.850 15665.840 10 
6 4 1 5 6 15665.850 15665.853 -3 
6 5 1 7 8 15669.487 15669.473 14 
6 5 0 6 7 15690.799 15690.807 -8 
6 5 0 7 8 15690.955 15690.943 12 
6 4 0 6 7 15693.400 15693.400 0 
6 4 0 7 8 15693.498 15693.488 10 
6 4 0 5 6 15693.498 15693.502 -4 
6 3 0 6 7 15695.400 15695.417 -17 
6 3 0 7 8 15695.475 15695.468 7 
6 0 0 7 8 15698.000 15698.013 -13 
6 0 0 6 7 15698.000 15698.010 -10 
6 0 0 5 6 15698.000 15698.006 -6 
7 0 1 8 9 17878.931 17878.904 27 
7 0 1 7 8 17878.931 17878.902 29 
7 0 1 6 7 17878.931 17878.899 32 
7 5 0 7 8 17931.662 17931.667 -5 
7 5 0 8 9 17931.754 17931.759 -5 
7 5 0 6 7 17931.754 17931.772 -18 
7 4 0 8 9 17934.670 17934.674 -4 
7 4 0 6 7 17934.670 17934.680 -10 
7 3 0 8 9 17936.934 17936.940 -6 
7 3 0 6 7 17936.934 17936.942 -8 
7 0 0 8 9 17939.834 17939.855 -21 
7 0 0 7 8 17939.834 17939.853 -19 
7 0 0 6 7 17939.834 17939.850 -16 
 
a The correct sign of a transition having m = 1, and thus the sign of DJKm, is not distinguished by the 
experiment. Transitions having m = 1 are therefore nominally assigned as positive or negative as 
shown.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table S2. Transition assignments, frequencies (obs) and residuals (obs - calc) for SF6···14ND3. 
J″ K m F″ F obs / MHz calc / MHz obs - calc / kHz 
3 2 0 2 3 8166.037 8166.035 2 
3 0 0 4 5 8166.991 8167.002 -11 
3 0 0 3 4 8166.991 8166.994 -3 
3 0 0 2 3 8166.991 8166.972 19 
5 4 0 5 6 12243.488 12243.479 9 
5 4 0 6 7 12243.633 12243.645 -12 
5 2 0 5 6 12248.200 12248.223 -23 
5 2 0 6 7 12248.275 12248.268 7 
5 2 0 4 5 12248.275 12248.268 7 
5 0 0 6 7 12249.808 12249.809 -1 
5 0 0 5 6 12249.808 12249.805 3 
6 3 0 6 7 14286.792 14286.803 -11 
6 3 0 7 8 14286.872 14286.864 8 
6 3 0 5 6 14286.872 14286.870 3 
6 0 0 7 8 14290.918 14290.921 -3 
6 0 0 6 7 14290.918 14290.918 0 
6 0 0 5 6 14290.918 14290.912 6 
7 3 0 7 8 16327.100 16327.108 -8 
7 3 0 8 9 16327.158 16327.150 8 
7 3 0 6 7 16327.158 16327.151 7 
7 0 0 8 9 16331.788 16331.793 -5 
7 0 0 7 8 16331.788 16331.791 -2 
7 0 0 6 7 16331.788 16331.786 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table S3. Transition assignment, frequencies (obs) and residuals (obs - calc) for SF6···15NH3. 
J″ K ma obs / MHz calc / MHz obs - calc / kHz 
2 1 0 6535.934 6535.917 17 
3 3 -1 8673.907 8673.926 -19 
3 2 -1 8678.402 8678.417 -15 
3 1 -1 8682.518 8682.545 -27 
3 0 1 8686.304 8686.308 -4 
3 2 1 8692.730 8692.741 -11 
3 3 0 8713.164 8713.135 29 
3 2 0 8713.934 8713.919 15 
3 1 0 8714.405 8714.390 15 
3 0 0 8714.550 8714.547 3 
4 2 -1 10847.742 10847.754 -12 
4 1 -1 10852.913 10852.914 -1 
4 0 1 10857.615 10857.618 -2 
4 2 1 10865.649 10865.659 -10 
4 3 1 10868.986 10868.997 -10 
4 4 0 10889.784 10889.779 5 
4 3 0 10891.172 10891.152 20 
4 2 0 10892.140 10892.132 8 
4 1 0 10892.725 10892.720 5 
4 0 0 10892.925 10892.916 9 
5 4 -1 13002.857 13002.891 -34 
5 3 -1 13010.157 13010.175 -18 
5 2 -1 13016.915 13016.913 2 
5 1 -1 13023.110 13023.104 6 
5 0 1 13028.754 13028.749 5 
5 2 1 13038.387 13038.398 -11 
5 3 1 13042.391 13042.404 -13 
5 4 1 13045.856 13045.862 -6 
5 5 1 13048.769 13048.774 -5 
5 4 0 13067.360 13067.343 17 
5 3 0 13069.002 13068.990 12 
5 2 0 13070.175 13070.166 9 
5 1 0 13070.875 13070.872 3 
5 0 0 13071.114 13071.107 7 
6 3 -1 15177.992 15177.997 -5 
6 2 -1 15185.873 15185.858 15 
6 1 -1 15193.094 15193.081 13 
6 0 1 15199.678 15199.666 12 
6 3 1 15215.585 15215.597 -12 
6 4 1 15219.620 15219.632 -12 
6 5 1 15223.036 15223.029 7 
6 5 0 15242.237 15242.222 15 
6 4 0 15244.689 15244.693 -4 
6 3 0 15246.613 15246.614 -1 
6 2 0 15247.985 15247.986 -1 
6 1 0 15248.803 15248.810 -7 
6 0 0 15249.080 15249.084 -4 
7 4 -1 17335.849 17335.857 -8 
7 3 -1 17345.591 17345.569 22 
7 2 -1 17354.583 17354.553 30 
7 1 -1 17362.838 17362.808 30 
7 0 1 17370.356 17370.334 22 
7 2 1 17383.189 17383.200 -11 
7 3 1 17388.524 17388.540 -16 
7 4 1 17393.141 17393.152 -10 
7 5 1 17397.045 17397.034 11 
7 6 1 17400.216 17400.188 28 
7 6 0 17415.514 17415.519 -5 
7 5 0 17418.960 17418.969 -9 
7 4 0 17421.775 17421.793 -18 
7 3 0 17423.972 17423.988 -16 
7 2 0 17425.538 17425.557 -19 
7 1 0 17426.479 17426.498 -19 
7 0 0 17426.795 17426.811 -16 
 
a The correct sign of a transition having m = 1, and thus the sign of DJKm, is not distinguished by the 
experiment. Transitions having m = 1 are therefore nominally assigned as positive or negative as 
shown.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table S4. Transition assignment, frequencies (obs) and residuals (obs - calc) for 34SF6···15NH3. 
J’’ m K obs / MHz calc / MHz obs - calc / kHz 
5 0 3 12660.313 12660.315 -2 
5 0 2 12661.686 12661.680 6 
5 0 1 12662.492 12662.499 -7 
5 0 0 12662.775 12662.772 3 
6 0 3 14769.771 14769.774 -3 
6 0 2 14771.373 14771.367 6 
6 0 1 14772.325 14772.322 3 
6 0 0 14772.635 14772.641 -6 
 
 
Table S5. Ab initio (M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ) coordinates of the equilibrium structure in the principle 
axis system of the most abundant isotopologue. 
Atom a / Å b / Å c / Å 
S 0.406086 0 0 
F -0.48946 0 1.283748 
F -0.48946 1.111759 -0.64187 
F 1.320126 -1.10915 0.640367 
F -0.48946 -1.11176 -0.64187 
F 1.320126 0 -1.28074 
F 1.320126 1.109149 0.640367 
N -3.47656 0 0 
H -3.85159 0 0.940122 
H -3.85159 -0.81417 -0.47006 
H -3.85159 0.81417 -0.47006 
 
Table S6. Ab initio (M06-2X/aug-cc-pVTZ) coordinates of the transition state structure in the 
principle axis system of the most abundant isotopologue. 
 
 
Atom a / Å b / Å c / Å 
S 0.404535 0 0 
F -0.49089 -1.11178 -0.64189 
F -0.49089 0 1.283769 
F 1.318691 0 -1.28074 
F -0.49089 1.111777 -0.64189 
F 1.318691 1.10915 0.640368 
F 1.318691 -1.10915 0.640368 
N -3.46389 0 0 
H -3.83966 -0.81397 0.469946 
H -3.83966 0 -0.93989 
H -3.83966 0.813971 0.469946 
S7. Definition of high resolution Fourier transform window function described by Tektronix.[2] 
 
The functional form of the high resolution Fourier transform window function is shown below (as 
Python[1] script).  
 
def f1(x):  
return (1/(numpy.exp(1/x)-1))  
 
def f2(x):  
return (1/x**4.5)  
 
def f(x):  
return f1(x)*f2(x)  
 
def high_res_window(Npoints):  
x = numpy.arange(0,1,1./(Npoints))  
y = f(x)  
y[0] = 0  
maximum = max(y)  
y = y/maximum  
plateau_start = numpy.argwhere(y == max(y))  
y[plateau_start:Npoints] = max(y)  
return y 
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